Aube disposal facility
BP 7
10200 SOULAINES-DHUYS
Phone: +33 (03) 25 92 33 00
CSA GPS Coordinates
Latitude: +48° 23' 59.47"
Longitude: +4° 39' 59.87"

From PARIS (via SENS): (A)
Proceed on the A5 towards TROYES and take exit 22 MAGNANT. Take the D443 to VENDEUVRE-SUR-BARSE then to BRIENNE-LE-CHATEAU. At BRIENNE use the D400 towards MONTIER-EN-DER/SAIN DIZIER to EPOTHEMONT. On coming out of the village, follow the CENTRE DE L'AUBE indications [then see enlargement on the map].

From CHALONS-EN-CHAMPAGNE: (B)
Proceed on the A26 towards TROYES then take exit 30 ARCS-S-AUBE/BRIENNE-LE-CHATEAU/ROMILLY-S-SEINE. Use the D441 then the D960 towards BRIENNE-LE-CHATEAU/SOULAINES-DHUYS. In BRIENNE use the D400 towards MONTIER-EN-DER/SAIN DIZIER to EPOTHEMONT. On coming out of the village, follow the CENTRE DE L'AUBE indications [then see enlargement on the map].

From CHAUMONT: (C)
Proceed on the A5 towards TROYES and take exit 23 BAR-S-AUBE/CHATILLON-S-SEINE. Take the D396 towards BAR-S-AUBE then to BRIENNE-LE-CHATEAU. At BRIENNE use the D400 towards MONTIER-EN-DER/SAIN DIZIER to EPOTHEMONT. On coming out of the village, follow the CENTRE DE L'AUBE indications [then see enlargement on the map].

From BURE- underground laboratory: (D)
Proceed on the D60 towards JOINVILLE/DOMMARTIN-LEFRANC/DOULLEVANT-LE-CHATEAU/SOULAINES-DHUYS to SOULAINES-DHUYS. In SOULAINES-DHUYS use the D24 to EPOTHEMONT and turn left towards CENTRE DE L'AUBE indications [then see enlargement on the map].